Get timely inside intelligence on TV shows and films at all stages of development and production

CLICK TO READ
What Is Production Intelligence?

**Production Intelligence** is hosted by The Knowledge – The leading information resource for the UK film and TV production industry.

Production Intelligence brings you news and updates on productions, allowing you to find your next job, network or market.

- **Upcoming Productions**
  - TV programmes and films in development or pre-production. Plus key staff, dates and locations.

- **Production Contacts**
  - Contact information for key production personnel.

- **Full archive**
  - An historical database of completed TV programmes and films.

- **Fully Personalised**
  - Select productions by genre, location and production status.

- **People Watch**
  - Follow people and get updates on what they are working on.

- **Live News Feed**
  - Get the latest news on your dashboard and via email.

"We use Production Intelligence daily and find it extremely useful. It’s updated frequently and we find the information to be reliably accurate, which is crucial when communicating with both production and crew."

Russell Allen Arri Media

Stay one step ahead of the competition using...

**Production Intelligence**

www.theknowledgeonline.com/production-intelligence
Production Intelligence Dashboard

1. Search
Using Production Intelligence you can quickly and easily source details on productions, producers, crew, companies and studios.

2. Search results
Filter information by:
- Type of Production – TV or Film
- Genre – Search across a range of genres from drama to factual
- Status – Follow productions from development to completion
- Location – Find out where productions are being filmed by UK region and worldwide
- Shoot Dates – Plan your year with advance intelligence

3. Follow Feed
Track everything you are following using your personalised news feed.

www.theknowledgeonline.com/production-intelligence
Production Information

4. Production Company Details
You’ll be able to view contact details for the production companies including their address, telephone number, as well as a list of other productions they are working on.

5. Production Status
See the status, genre, shoot dates, TV channel and number of episodes.

6. Contacts
Find out who is working on the production and their role. Follow contacts to get updates on their activity on this and other productions they are attached to.

7. Latest Updates
View a detailed timeline of changes – including production status and HOD hires.

www.theknowledgeonline.com/production-intelligence
Crew Information

8 Contact Details
Contact by either email, telephone or website.

9 Job History
Production Intelligence has an archive which dates back to January 2010 so you can see what the contact has previously worked on.

10 Latest Updates
View a clear listing of the contact’s latest projects in chronological order.

11 Follow
Follow productions, people, companies and channels and get the latest updates in your news feed.

Get daily updates and alerts

www.theknowledgeonline.com/production-intelligence
Production Intelligence Alerts & Newsletter

Receive alerts about productions you are following and what’s new on the site

1 Daily Report
Your daily email alert gives you updates on which productions, people, companies and studios you are following.

2 View Details
Direct link to the production information.

3 Brand New Leads
A daily alert with information about new productions.

www.theknowledgeonline.com/production-intelligence
What others say

Don’t just take it from us, see what other have to say about Production Intelligence…

Production Intelligence is a great resource when tracking projects happening in the UK. As a company that works on multiple shows concurrently, it helps us see the bigger picture. Thank you for such a great service.

Lucy Ainsworth-Taylor
BlueBolt Ltd

Since subscribing to Production Intelligence I have found it a very useful tool in tracking productions and keeping up to date with the industry. The staff at PI are very helpful and the website is easy to navigate.

Anna Rathband
National Trust for Scotland

Thanks to Production Intelligence with keeping me up to date within the worlds of TV & Film. I’ve tried a number of these data bases in the past and found them to be repetitive and lacking key information. Production Intelligence gets it right and informs me when further information is added without me having to keep extensive notes to update!

Julie Bentley
Snow Business Ltd

Production Intelligence is an invaluable tool for keeping up-to-date with new film and TV projects in the UK and monitoring their progress. As music supervisors and composer agents we use it to track both our composers’ and our contacts so we can ensure that we don’t miss any opportunities.

Catherine Grieves
Hot House Music

Thanks to Production Intelligence we’re not only able to see what’s coming up in the North West, we’re able to contact the right people and follow them on future projects. Productions Intelligence is by far the most advanced system we’ve worked with, and I’m not sure we could work without it now.

Mark Potts
Mint Casting Agency

Production Intelligence has become an integral tool in our sales department, it keeps our team up-to-date on a daily basis with important developments on ongoing productions, information on new production and crew. The biggest advantage Production Intelligence offers above all its competitors is that the information it puts out is researched well & generally correct, there for I’d no hesitation in recommending it to anybody working in our industry.

Bristol Television & Film Services Ltd

www.theknowledgeonline.com/production-intelligence
Contact us

Sales Team
Sarah Keegan
Senior Sales manager
Tel 020 8102 0939
Email Sarah.Keegan@mbi.london

Matthew Wright
Sales Manager
Tel 020 8102 0934
Email Matthew.Wright@production-intelligence.co.uk

Address
Production Intelligence
Media Business Insight Ltd
Zetland House
5-25 Scrutton Street
London
EC2A 4HJ
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0)20 8102 0900

Follow on

REQUEST A FREE DEMO
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